
LESSON 4: How do most animals get bigger muscles?
PREVIOUS LESSON In the previous lesson we examined data in images, graphs, and charts in order to determine the effect of diet and exercise on muscle growth. We discovered

that exercise and a diet containing protein is essential to building larger muscles. If enough protein is not present in the diet, muscle mass will be lost and other
problems can arise.

THIS LESSON

PROBLEMATIZING

1 day

We update our classroom consensus model to include our recent findings about the role diet and exercise
play in making muscles. We then attempt to apply our class model to explain how the extra-muscled cattle
would have developed their muscles, but we are not convinced of our model’s implications. So, we ask a
farmer more about these cattle and find out that they have calves that are heavily muscled. We discuss how
this information impacts our model.

NEXT LESSON We will observe cow family photos to figure out that offspring inherit musculature from parents. We will analyze an offspring’s muscle cell karyotype and
parental sex cells to learn that each offspring chromosome came from the parents; individual muscle cells have twice the chromosome number as sex cells.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-LS1-5, MS-LS3-1, MS-LS3-2,
MS-LS4-5

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

Develop and use a model to construct and predict a scientific explanation based on evidence for how different environmental factors (cause)
influence variation in a trait (effect).

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

There is a range of variation of musculature. Muscles don't come in just two categories: big and typical.
“Environmental” factors influence the trait, but not equally.
Exercise has a large influence on musculature.
Diet has a small influence on musculature.
Diet and exercise can’t explain all the variation we see in musculature. There must be other factors.



Lesson 4 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 16 min UPDATE CONSENSUS MODEL IN SCIENTISTS CIRCLE
Update the consensus model to include how diet and exercise affect musculature
variation.

A classroom consensus model

2 8 min UPDATE PROGRESS TRACKER
Students individually update their Progress Trackers using the 3-box format to
include the evidence for what they figured out.

B

3 5 min IDENTIFY THE LIMITATIONS OF OUR MODEL
Apply the classroom consensus model to attempt to explain how the extra-big-
muscled cattle have their large musculature.

C classroom consensus model

4 8 min ASK A FARMER
Listen to an interview of a farmer to better understand the daily life of these
heavily muscled cattle.

D computer and speakers to play audio and video from
https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles

5 5 min OBSERVE PHOTOS OF DIFFERENTLY MUSCLED CALVES
Observe photos of differently muscled calves, writing down what students notice
and wonder and share with the class.

E computer and speakers to play audio and video from
https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles

6 3 min NAVIGATION
Discuss with a partner questions about the cattle being born like this, and
connect/add the questions to the DQB.

F

End of day 1



Lesson 4 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials science notebook classroom consensus model
computer and speakers to play audio and video from https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles

Materials preparation (20 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Have the classroom consensus model from Lesson 1 on hand.

Access https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles for the audio of “Ask a Farmer” and the video of the baby calves.

https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles


Lesson 4 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

It is important for students to understand that there are a number of different “environmental” factors that influence traits unequally. Some factors have a larger influence on a trait than
other factors. Students come to these conclusions through the development of their class consensus model. After attempting to apply their model to the phenomena and listening to an
interview of a farmer, students come to the conclusion, by the end of the lesson, that there are other factors besides diet and exercise that are influencing musculature, and that’s what
they want to investigate next.

Another subtle shift that takes place in this lesson is after the “Ask a Farmer” section. Prior to this interview, we have been referring to the cattle with larger musculature as having “extra-
big” muscles. From the farmer interview we learn that these types of cattle are referred to as “heavily muscled” cattle. So, now we can use that term when referring to these animals.

Where We Are NOT Going

In this lesson, students are working on understanding how different factors can influence a trait. While students are grappling with environmental factors such as diet and exercise, it is
important that we aren’t calling them “environmental factors” yet, because the punchline of this lesson is that there are other factors at play causing these cattle to be heavily muscled.

This lesson shifts students from saying “extra-big” muscles to calling this trait heavily muscled. While this change might seem trivial, it is important because it subtly introduces that this
condition has a unique name. We will build later that a unique name and/or condition is what we call a phenotype, but it is important that we don’t use the word “phenotype” in this
lesson.



16 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 4
1 · UPDATE CONSENSUS MODEL IN SCIENTISTS CIRCLE
MATERIALS: science notebook, classroom consensus model

Update consensus model. Display slide A. Have students get into a Scientists Circle around our classroom consensus model. Remind
students that we have made a lot of progress since we first created our model. Facilitate a Consensus Discussion to update the model
based on our recent discoveries.

Say, We need to revise our model to reflect the new ideas we have figured out.

Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

What have we figured out about muscles? Larger muscles have more muscle cells.

The area of the cells is larger in larger
muscles.

Larger muscles weigh more than smaller
muscles.

How do we represent this in our model?

What was our evidence for this idea?

What have we figured out about the role of
exercise?

The muscles need movement to build
muscles. The more exercise, the bigger the
muscles.

Do you think that there are only two types of
musculatures… big and small? What made
you think this?

How do we represent this?

What have we figured out about how diet
affects musculature?

Building blocks from food make the protein.

Eating protein alone won’t build muscles.

Not eating enough protein causes organisms
not to be able to make muscles.

What evidence do we have for this idea?

How can we represent this in our model?

Does diet affect muscles the same way
exercise does? How should we represent
this?



KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: To use evidence from our investigations to update our classroom model of the
causes of different musculatures.

Listen for these ideas:
There is a range of variation of musculature. Muscles don’t come in just two categories: big and
typical.
Smaller muscles have fewer and smaller cells.
Larger muscles have more cells that are larger.
Our model has a thicker arrow for exercise because the amount of exercise plays a greater role in
muscle size.
Our model has a thinner arrow for eating more protein because the amount of protein consumed
plays less of a role in muscle size..

However, if the animal doesn’t get enough protein, then it won’t be able to build muscle
tissue.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

When creating this model it is important for students to realize that there are different factors that have an
influence on a trait. It is also important for them to realize that these different factors don’t influence the
trait equally. Therefore it is a good convention to use a thicker arrow to represent factors that have a larger
influence on the trait and a thinner arrow to represent factors that have less of an influence on a trait.

Here is an example model that may be similar to what you develop with your class.



8 min2 · UPDATE PROGRESS TRACKER
MATERIALS: science notebook

Update Progress Tracker. Display slide B.

Say, By building our classroom consensus model for muscles we now have a deeper understanding about each idea or component we included. We
added ideas/components to our model because we have evidence to support their role in musculature. Let’s take a moment to individually create a
3-box Progress Tracker in our science notebooks to record the following three things for each major idea/component.

Question: What question have we been trying to figure out?
Evidence: List the evidence that supported the inclusion of that idea/component in the model and draw an arrow between that source of
evidence and the major idea it supports in our model. You can draw more than one arrow from a source of evidence to a component you
listed under the first box.
Figured Out: Draw a rough version of our consensus model and use words to explain each idea/component that we figured out.

In the example Progress Tracker for this lesson, each of the boxes has been completed with possible student ideas.
Question Source of evidence

How do most animals get bigger muscles? The article in Lesson 3

The slides from Lesson 3 about eating protein

What I figured out in words/pictures

There is variation in musculature.
The size of muscles you have depends on how
much you exercise because the more exercise
one does, the larger the muscles. The less
exercise one does, the fewer the muscles.
Eating more protein does not significantly affect
muscle size, but if you are not eating enough
protein it seems to cause fewer muscles.
Exercise has a bigger influence on musculature
than diet.



5 min

8 min

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

For struggling students, scaffold this activity by giving students one box at a time to fill out before having
them move on to the next box.

3 · IDENTIFY THE LIMITATIONS OF OUR MODEL
MATERIALS: classroom consensus model

Identify the limitations of our model. Display slide C.

Say, Now that we have updated our model, let’s look back at our cattle with extra-big muscles.

Turn and Talk with a partner about the question on the slide.
Suggested prompt Sample student response

What does our model predict that the cattle should be doing in order
to get their extra-big muscles?

Our model predicts that those cows must be exercising a ton!

Have a few groups share out their ideas with the whole class.

Say, It seems that a lot of groups are saying that the extra-muscled cattle need to be working out a lot more than less-muscled cattle. I have a
recording of an interview with the same farmer we heard from in Lesson 3 who has raised cattle with these extra-big muscles. Let’s see what the
farmer say her cows are doing all day.

4 · ASK A FARMER
MATERIALS: science notebook, computer and speakers to play audio and video from https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles

Listen to the interview and record what we notice and wonder. Display slide D. Have students individually make a T-chart in their
science notebooks where they can keep track of what they notice and wonder as they listen to the interview.

Lead a Building Understandings Discussion about the interview. Have students star two things that they wrote down and that they feel
are the most important ideas and questions. Students then share out these important ideas and questions with the whole class.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: To connect the new information we have from the farmer interview with what
we have already figured out about these cattle.

Listen for these ideas:
The farmer calls them heavily muscled cattle, so we should, too.
The heavily muscled cattle are not exercising. They behave similarly to typical-muscled cattle.
The heavily muscled cattle are not eating differently.
We know that diet and exercise play a part in muscle size, but this does not seem to explain the
heavily muscled cows.
The heavily muscled cattle are often born like this.



5 min

3 min

5 · OBSERVE PHOTOS OF DIFFERENTLY MUSCLED CALVES
MATERIALS: science notebook, computer and speakers to play audio and video from https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles

Observe photos of differently muscled calves. Display slide E. Also play the video of baby calves from . Direct students to make another
T-chart in their science notebooks to record what they notice and wonder about the baby calves. Then have students share out their
ideas with the class.

Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

What are some differences we noticed in
these newborn calves?

There is a large difference in musculature
between these calves.

How does our model explain these muscled
baby calves?

It really can’t explain baby calves with extra-
big muscles.

If you don’t think it is diet or exercise, then
what are we missing?

6 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Navigation. Display slide F. Say, Okay, we think these baby cattle are born like this. But why would that be? Why are some baby cattle born with
big muscles and others aren’t? What could be causing differences in what they are born with? There doesn’t appear to be anything specific in our
model indicating what happened before birth to cause this. Discuss these questions with your partner. Be prepared to share some of these ideas you
shared and heard your partner share next time. I will capture these questions for us and add them to our DQB, so we remember to pick up with
perplexing aspect of this phenomenon next time.

As students discuss these questions with a partner, add the photos from the slide and the two questions on it to the DQB in a
prominent place, to refer to at the start of class.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

If a student brings up a diet idea such as the mother cow might have been eating or drinking something
different during pregnancy, which resulted in the baby having bigger muscles, then refer back to our
consensus model emphasizing the arrow thickness in regard to its influence on musculature. If the idea
persists, then have the student add a question about it to the driving question board.


